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course, but I am thrilled with those because I just came across them, that

about the stars, count the stars if you are able to, Abraham must have been

puzzled, but today we know that nobody is able to, there are just too many

of them, but we couldn't know that until we had the telescope arrl we couldn't

fully know it until we got the most recent discoveries with the telescope.

God had-- stretches out the heavene like a curtain. How would anyone come

to use that phrase , 8 times in the Old Testament, the Holy Spirit lead and

gave an inkling of facts that would be distovered thousands of he&--years

later. The evidences that this is sc a divine book are tremendous. Don't prove

that the Bible has no error in it. How could you prove that. You would have

to look at every word of it. You cai't prove t1 t it doesn't have errors. But

you can take up any alleged error that anybody presents and in nine cases out

of ten a brief examination will show that the obe- objection is fallacious, and

one case out of ten, in many of t them there is somebody who knows the

facts , and in some cases are like Joel, there are things which we don't under

stand but we can sc trust God. There is so much that is clear , so mei--mst

s-m much that is evidence , and &bewe-above all, we have the witness of

the spirit in our hearscts , that this is God's Word and so, I say that Ic it is

God's will, that everyone, whether they are called to Christian service, should

put God&-God's work first and make their primary interest in life, helping

people 4n-O4 for this life, yes, as they can, but helping people to be saved

for alledx eternity. I It is God's will, not that we think that we could save people

but that we could give the w4-witness,c and then the Holy Spirit will save

peep]er- thcs e k whom He will call. But keep on giving the witness, don't

become discouraged, and if it is His will , not that we argue and try to prove
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